
SCIENTIFIC INFERENCE

Providing the knowledge and practical experience to begin analysing scientific
data, this book is ideal for physical sciences students wishing to improve their data
handling skills.

The book focuses on explaining and developing the practice and understanding
of basic statistical analysis, concentrating on a few core ideas, such as the visual
display of information, modelling using the likelihood function, and simulating
random data.

Key concepts are developed through a combination of graphical explanations,
worked examples, example computer code and case studies using real data. Stu-
dents will develop an understanding of the ideas behind statistical methods and
gain experience in applying them in practice. Further resources are available at
www.cambridge.org/9781107607590, including data files for the case studies so
students can practice analysing data, and exercises to test students’ understanding.

simon vaughan is a Reader in the Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Leicester, where he has developed and runs a highly regarded course
for final year physics students on the subject of statistics and data analysis.
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For the student

Science is not about certainty, it is about dealing rigorously with uncertainty. The
tools for this are statistical. Statistics and data analysis are therefore an essential
part of the scientific method and modern scientific practice, yet most students of
physical science get little explicit training in statistical practice beyond basic error
handling. The aim of this book is to provide the student with both the knowledge and
the practical experience to begin analysing new scientific data, to allow progress
to more advanced methods and to gain a more statistically literate approach to
interpreting the constant flow of data provided by modern life.

More specifically, if you work through the book you should be able to accomplish
the following.

� Explain aspects of the scientific method, types of logical reasoning and data
analysis, and be able to critically analyse statistical and scientific arguments.

� Calculate and interpret common quantitative and graphical statistical summaries.
� Use and interpret the results of common statistical tests for difference and asso-

ciation, and straight line fitting.
� Use the calculus of probability to manipulate basic probability functions.
� Apply and interpret model fitting, using e.g. least squares, maximum likelihood.
� Evaluate and interpret confidence intervals and significance tests.

Students have asked me whether this is a book about statistics or data analysis or
statistical computing. My answer is that they are so closely connected it is difficult
to untangle them, and so this book covers areas of all three.

The skills and arguments discussed in the book are highly transferable: statistical
presentations of data are used throughout science, business, medicine, politics and
the news media. An awareness of the basic methods involved will better enable you
to use and critically analyse such presentations – this is sometimes called statistical
literacy.

x
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For the student xi

In order to understand the book, you need to be familiar with the mathematical
methods usually taught in the first year of a physics, engineering or chemistry
degree (differential and integral calculus, basic matrix algebra), but this book is
designed so that the probability and statistics content is entirely self-contained.
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For the instructor

This book was written because I could not find a suitable textbook to use as the
basis of an undergraduate course on scientific inference, statistics and data analysis.
Although there are good books on different aspects of introductory statistics, those
intended for physicists seem to target a post-graduate audience and cover either
too much material or too much detail for an undergraduate-level first course. By
contrast, the ‘Intro to stats’ books aimed at a broader audience (e.g. biologists,
social scientists, medics) tend to cover topics that are not so directly applicable
for physical scientists. And the books aimed at mathematics students are usually
written in a style that is inaccessible to most physics students, or in a recipe-book
style (aimed at science students) that provides ready-made solutions to common
problems but develops little understanding along the way.

This book is different. It focuses on explaining and developing the practice and
understanding of basic statistical analysis, concentrating on a few core ideas that
underpin statistical and data analysis, such as the visual display of information,
modelling using the likelihood function, and simulating random data. Key con-
cepts are developed using several approaches: verbal exposition in the main text,
graphical explanations, case studies drawn from some of history’s great physics
experiments, and example computer code to perform the necessary calculations.1

The result is that, after following all these approaches, the student should both
understand the ideas behind statistical methods and have experience in applying
them in practice.

The book is intended for use as a textbook for an introductory course on data
analysis and statistics (with a bias towards students in physics) or as self-study
companion for professionals and graduate students. The book assumes familiarity
with calculus and linear algebra, but no previous exposure to probability or statistics

1 These are based on R, a freely available software package for data analysis and statistics and used in many
statistics textbooks.

xii
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For the instructor xiii

is assumed. It is suitable for a wide range of undergraduate and postgraduate science
students.

The book has been designed with several special features to improve its value
and effectiveness with students:

� several complete data analysis case studies using real data from some of history’s
great experiments

� ‘example boxes’ – approximately 20 boxes throughout the text that give specific,
worked examples for concepts as they are discussed

� ‘computer practice boxes’ – approximately 90 boxes throughout the text that give
working R code to perform the calculations discussed in the text or produce the
plots shown

� graphical explanations of important concepts
� appendices that provide technical details supplementary to the main text
� a well-populated glossary of terms and list of notational conventions.

The emphasis on a few core ideas and their practical applications means that
some subjects usually covered in introductory statistics texts are given little or
no treatment here. Rigorous mathematical proofs are not covered – the interested
reader can easily consult any good reference work on probability theory or math-
ematical statistics to check these. In addition, we do not cover some topics of
‘classical’ statistics that are dealt with in other introductory works. These topics
include

� more advanced distribution functions (beta, gamma, multinomial, . . . )
� ANOVA and the generalised linear model
� characteristic functions and the theory of moments
� decision and information theories
� non-parametric tests
� experimental design
� time series analysis
� multivariate analysis (principal components, clustering, . . . )
� survival analysis
� spatial data analysis.

Upon completion of this book the student should be in a much better position to
understand any of these topics from any number of more advanced or comprehen-
sive texts.

Perhaps the ‘elephant in the room’ question is: what about Bayesian methods?
Unfortunately, owing to practical limitations there was not room to include full
chapters developing Bayesian methods. I hope I have designed the book in such a
way that it is not wholly frequentist or Bayesian. The emphasis on model fitting
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xiv For the instructor

using the likelihood function (Chapter 6) could be seen as the first step towards a
Bayesian analysis (i.e. implicitly using flat priors and working towards the posterior
mode). Fortunately, there are many good books on Bayesian data analysis that can
then be used to develop Bayesian ideas explicitly. I would recommend Gelman et al.
(2003) generally and Sivia and Skilling (2006) or Gregory (2005) for physicists in
particular. Albert (2007) also gives a nice ‘learn as you compute’ introduction to
Bayesian methods using R.
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